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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer needs an AP for an indoor lecture nail mat is about
82 feet (25 m) by 32 feet (25 m) and has 300 seats. The ceiling
height is 15 feet The expected take rate is 100 percent.
The network needs to support the student laptops, which all

support S02.Hac and some support 802.11ax standard.
The customer would like to obtain as many usable cells as
possible with as few APs as possible.
Which of these APs meets the requirements?
A. AP-535
B. AP-345
C. AP-S15
D. AP-335
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which implementation step is mandatory to set up an on-the-fly
KPI calculation? (1)
A. Execute a data management package.
B. Add the "Formula" property to the account member.
C. Update the "system_constants" file.
D. Add the library file "mdxlib.lgf to the options sheet of the
account member.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You use Microsoft SQL Server 2012 to develop a database
application. You create a stored procedure named dbo.ModifyData
that can modify rows. You need to ensure that when the
transaction fails, dbo. ModifyData meets the following
requirements:
Does not return an error
Closes all opened transactions Which Transact-SQL statement
should you use?
A. BEGIN TRANSACTION
BEGIN TRY
EXEC dbo.ModifyData
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END TRY
BEGIN CATCH
IF @@ERROR != 0
ROLLBACK TRANSACTION;
THROW;
END CATCH
B. BEGIN TRANSACTION
BEGIN TRY
EXEC dbo.ModifyData
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END TRY
BEGIN CATCH
IF @@ TRANCOUNT = 0
ROLLBACK TRANSACTION;
END CATCH
C. BEGIN TRANSACTION

BEGIN TRY
EXEC dbo.ModifyData
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END TRY
BEGIN CATCH
IF @@ERROR != 0
ROLLBACK TRANSACTION;
END CATCH
D. BEGIN TRANSACTION
BEGIN TRY
EXEC dbo.ModifyData
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END TRY
BEGIN CATCH
IF @@TRANCOUNT = 0
ROLLBACK TRANSACTION;
THROW;
END CATCH
Answer: C
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